UPDATE
Registration is now open for the 2019 DOCQ Trackday at Morgan Park , Saturday 22 nd June.
Once more Members will be given the opportunity to enter the event earlier than the public so
secure your place on line by following the steps below prior to 20 th May. A place after this date
cannot be guaranteed. Last year non member support after the cut off meant it sold out fast.
Again, total places are limited to 75, with 3 groups of 25 established according to your riding
skill. Sessions run for 15 minutes, so at least 6 on the day.
The procedure to enter is as follows:
Go to:

https://osmma.omnisportsmanagement.com/Memberships/(S(jjdhoarem4pguy3jjly5scfe))/OSMMbr_LoginMA.aspx





You can then log in with your existing Ridernet ID if you have one, or create a new profile and
register
Scroll down to the Enter An Event area
Filter to Motorcycling QLD and Road Race
Click on the 22 Jun Event “DUCATI ONLY TRACK DAY” and follow the prompts

Note:



You will need a One Event License if you do not currently hold a Motorcycling Australia License.
The garage costs will be covered for Club members

You will be prompted to enter transponder details if current race members, for others you will
need to pay $50 CASH on the day for the transponder hire which will be refunded when you
return it at the end of the day
Track Day entry costs are $190 for the day + $30 for a day licence which must be purchased on
line. Ensure you print and bring your event licence with you on the day.
The cost of 10 carports which hold multiple bikes will be covered by the Club. On the day you
can team up with other members or as directed by Sporties.
As a special opportunity to DOCQ members you will be able to run 2 bikes however you can still
only take part on the normally allocated group in which you are placed, or your place spread
across one of the 3 groups, depending on which bike you are on
Sporties will arrange marshals, coaches and officials to run the sign on and all on-track
activities.
Bikes will be subject to scrutineering before going on track with the first group beginning at
9am, with at least two on track marshals in each group. There will be a 30 minute lunch break
and the day will be completed by 4-4.30pm. A kiosk/canteen will be open.
Dave Fuller from Pirelli Tyres will be there. Suggest you make contact to check availability
beforehand – ph 0402 915 567
An ambulance service is also provided.
If you are arriving the night before and looking for accommodation then try:
Warwick Vines Motel ph 4661 1810
Centrepoint Midcity Motel ph 4661 3488
Horespower Cabins ph 0498 670 027
If you are keen to catchup then the RSL Club, 65 Albion Street has plenty of room and food
options.
This should be a great day.

